
 
    Guangzhou Colorite Cosmetic Ltd was found in 1998. The subsidiaries of it are 

Guangzhou Colorite Cosmetic Factory, France Catkin Cosmetic Beauty Group China 

Distribution Center. There are modern industrialized research and development center, 

quality control center, logistic control center, color research center, distribution center 

and aftersale services center in the company. The company has become leading 

colorful industry in China. The products of the company have been sold in the markets 

of Japan, America, and England, Russia, Europe and other foreign countries. With 

precisely knowing of the international and China fashionable colors, and the abilities 

in raw material purchasing and the strong product research and development, the 

company is the number one complete colorful makeup processing enterprise in China 

integrating offering materials supply and test, wrappers, semi-manufactured goods, up-

to-date colorful finished products and brand plan business. The company has become 

the designated supplier and processing manufacturer of several famous cosmetic 

companies home and abroad, is the most major supplier of colorful makeup material in 

China Taking the value of“strength building future”the company strictly implements 

international quality control standard, with modern enterprise management mode, 

dedicates to developing up to date fashionable colorful makeup products and servic es, 

With excellent quality, great technology strength, systemic brand plan and complete 

quality services, the company will assist more customers successfully entering colorful 

makeup field, to build the splendent future! 

 

    Through near ten year decade 

development and innovation, Colorite Company has built large scope professional colorful makeup 

research and development base ingratiating research and development, manufacture, marketing and 

distribution, training, services, has introduced international most advanced colorful manufacture 

equipment and test instruments, and have engineer team with more than decade work experience in 

multi-international cosmetic enterprises, and has become the long term cooperative partner with 

several famous Europe and America companies. At present, the monthly throughput of the products of 

the company has reached over 5 million PCS. The company will start manufacture at new 12000M2 GMP 

standard workshop and throughput will reach 10 million PCS in 2008.  

The subsidiaries of the company are: Colorite, Catkin and other colorful makeup famous brands. The 

products of the company include three series of lip, face and eye with more than 2000 various 

categories, in which, “Catkin” fashionable colorful makeup products has rapidly developed in shortly six 

months, and has got remarkable achievement in the market, and was awarded “One of Ten Most 

Influential Famous Brand of Cosmetic in China” in 2007 

 



 

lip gloss 

Specifications 

1.Fashionable lipgloss, new and attractive design  
2.We can do OEM/ODM/OBM  

3.High quality and reasonable price 

1.Fashionable and useful lipgloss with nice design 

2.1 dz 1 color box   

3.Different colors are available 

4.Past the ISO9001:2008 quality and management system certification,gained the honor of "National 

Inspection-free Product". 

 

PINK lipstick  

Specifications 

With the silky and natural elements, it can provide your lips with brilliant 
color and moisture your skin.  

lip stick, cosmetics 

Our product series cover cosmetic, body care and organic glass display 

stand, customer specific order is our feature service. We are quite proud of: 

 Our stable quality control 

 Meeting the delivery deadline 

 Keeping you well updated of the progress for the order 

 Focus on the details, especially the packaging for long distance delivery 

 Trial order is welcome, with flexible payment for your choice. FDA and CE standard can be 

reached. 

lip stick, cosmetics 



 

 

Eye shadow box   

Specifications 

1) cream box, use for cosmetics  

2) surface: screen printing  
3) caps change as you like 

Detailed Product Description 

 

The cream box series are very popular by womens for its delicate design, beautiful color and convience 

itself in traveling.  

1. Item NO: SR-1051 

2. Size: Dia50*H27mm 

3. Weight: 20g 

4. Cover:with printing top cover 

8. Packing: 720pcs/ 47*42*29.5 cm 

9. G.W.: 14.9kgs 

10. MOQ: 10,000 pcs 

 We have various kinds of plastic bottles for your selection. As an original manufacturer and  

also experienced exporter, we will give you our competitive price and good service, welcome  

for your trial order. 

 

 


